The electric dipole moments of acetyldiazomethane (MeCOCHN2) and 1-acetyl-1-diazoethane (MeCOCMeN2) between 10 and 70 °C have been measured. Using appropriate group and bond moments, the concentrations of the two rotamers present in each have been calculated and, hence, the equilibrium constant for the cis trans equilibrium at the various temperatures. ^ The change in standard enthalpy (A H°), standard free energy (A G°) and standard entropy (A S°) are reported for the conversion of one mole of cis isomer to trans isomer.
i
The magnitudes of these parameters are known for MeCOCHN2 from NMR spectra {A G°) [13] and IR spectra {A G°, A H°, A S°) [6] and for MeCOCMeNa from IR measurements alone [6] . Apart from the fact that a comparison between these results (even qualitative) is difficult because different solvents and concentrations were used, independent confirmation using different techniques is still necessary. Similar work has been carried out for analogous systems [14] .
Experimental
Materials. Acetyldiazomethane (1) was prepared by reacting acetyl chloride with diazomethane in anhydrous ether in the ratio 1:2.5 at 0 °C [15] . It was purified by vacuum distillation and its purity checked by g.l.c.
* Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. S. Sorriso. 0340-5087/79/1100-1530/$ 01.00/0 1-Acetyl-1-diazoethane (2) was prepared from 1-diazo-l-methylethane and acetyl chloride at -40 °C in the presence of excess trimethylamine [16] . The latter is necessary to block the hydrogen chloride generated during the reaction. Purification was by vacuum distillation and the purity was checked by g.l.c.
The benzene used for physical measurements was partly frozen, distilled and dried over sodium.
Physical measurements
Dielectric measurements were made with a WTW DM01. The temperature was kept constant at ± 0.02 °C in order to have a reproducibility in the measured dipole moment value of 0.02 D. The sensitivity in the dielectric constant measurements A e/e, with the cell used, was 4 X IO -5 at 2 MHz frequency. As these molecules absorb in the visible region, the experimental determination of their molar refraction was prevented. It was, therefore, calculated using group and bond refraction values from literature [17] . The RD value (7.9 cc) for the CN2 group evaluated by Lindemann et al. [18] for diazomethane, was applied without correction although a large optical exaltation of this group in the conjugated diazoketones was expected in view of the high value of the total molar polarization, as even a change of 20% in the value of Pe for CN2 did not affect appreciably the value of the observed dipole moments. The atomic polarization throughout was considered negligible. The total solute molar polarization at infinite dilution was calculated by the Halverstadt and Kumler method [19] . Table I lists the observed moments.
Results and Discussion
Although constant at a given temperatures, the equilibrium constant (K) is known to vary considerably with change in temperature. This variation is given by the equation in which C is an integration constant and zlH° is the standard molar change in enthalpy which is assumed to remain constant in the temperature interval examined here. A plot of log K vs 1/T should be a straight line with slope -ZlH°/2.303 R. Assuming that in the two conformers {cis and trans) the molecular skeleton remains practically planar, the theoretical moments* give the concen- in which is the observed moment, X the mole fraction, and /isis and jutrang the theoretical moments of the two rotamers. Having found the values for X, it is possible to obtain K.
At this point, there may be some doubt as to the meaning of K. It is known that for K to remain constant at a given temperature it must be expressed as a function of the activities of the species in equilibrium rather than their concentrations (as, instead, used in the calculations here). However, we feel that the value for K calculated here, at the various temperature, is rather close to the thermodynamic constant for two reasons. Firstly, the solvent used, benzene, is reasonably inert (both physically and chemically) to the two rotamers. Secondly, the concentrations chosen for measuring the dielectric constant (10 -3 mol • dm -3 ) are such as to render solute-solute interactions a minimum, or perhaps even totally absent, In these conditions, it _1 . The value of AH. 0 is assumed to remain constant in the temperature range examined here. Errors in K ± 0.130; in A G° (at 60.0 °C) ± 0.07 in A S° ± 0.6. seems reasonable to assume that the activity lation of the two species in equilibrium at the various coefficients of the two species in equilibrium are temperatures. unity.
Given that the two molecules have the same Fig. 1 reports the log K vs 1/T plots for the two molecular skeleton, they are strictly related, and conformers examined and Table II the calculated the results can than be discussed in parallel, i.e. thermodynamic parameters, together with the popuaccording to the following Scheme:
trans trans
Scheme. Trend of thermodynamic parameters in a-diazolcetones.
From this scheme it is readily seen that the two compounds are in completely opposite situations. In the methyne derivative (1), the cis rotamer is the more stable, whereas in the methyl one (2) it is the trans form which is more stable. Now, since the higher or lower thermodynamic stability of a species with respect to another is the product of a compromise between two parameters (enthalpy and entropy) which act in opposite fashions, it seems more realistic (in terms of kinetics and molecular structure) to consider the changes in the parameters rather than the change in the free energy itself.
Again referring to the scheme, it is seen that the predominating factor in both equilibria is the energy term {i.e. enthalpy) rather than the probabilistic one {i.e. entropy). Given that PV is roughly the same for both conformers, the internal energy E of the enthalpy (H = E -j-PV) determines the position of the equilibrium.
A higher enthalpy in the trans MeC0CHN2 than in the cis one may in large part be explained by invoking steric effects. Thus, carbonylic oxygen, with a CCO angle of 125°, leaves more room for the diazo group in the cis form than does the methyl with a CCC angle of 110° in the trans conformer. Because of the larger steric effect of the methyl of the -CMeN2 group compared to that of the nitrogen, the steric and electrostatic situation in MeCOCMelh (2) is the reverse of that in 1. Thus, it is the cis form which has a higher enthalpy content. Further information can be obtained from a comparison between the present data and those obtained previously from spectroscopic measurements.
In the case of the MeCOCHN2 molecule we calculated a A H° of 3.78 kJ • mol -1 as against 3.67 [6] , and a A G° of 1.74 kJ • mol" 1 as against 3.36 at t = 25.0 °C. The latter value should be considered positively because it confirms, quite independently, the attribution of the two absorption bands to conformers.
In the case of the MeCOCMeN2 molecule we calculated a zlH 0 of -6.40 kJ • mol -1 as against 11.63 and a zlG° of -3.03 kJ • moH as against 5.54 [6] .
In our opinion the imperfect agreement of the data obtained by the two techniques may have been caused by the following differences in (i) the solvents employed and in the concentrations and in (ii) the techniques used, each one with its own approximations. Now, while the first factor (i) influences very similar molecules like the present ones in a comparable way, the second may have a very different relevance in particular situations, such as that of compounds 2. In fact the theoretical moments could be rather uncertain because of the molecular deformation which we do not know and which could completely invalidate the results obtained.
In conclusion, whereas the absolute value of A H° depends very little on the technique employed because it is calculated from the variation of a size (log K) with respect to another (temperature), A G° values may be very different whenever the conditions of molecule 2 are present, because they are directly correlated with the ratio of the two conformers. On this basis, therefore the present results are in agreement with the previous ones and indicate a big distorsion of the molecular skeleton in the MeCOCMeN2 molecule.
